PAVEMENT MARKERS Adapting to
todays demands for retroreflectivity.

PAVEMENT MARKERS

Proven studies show that reflective road studs are among the most effective safety
products in all adverse weather conditions.
US Reflector Road Studs offer optimum lane identification in all weather conditions.
They are visible and can be heard and felt, due to the rumble when a vehicle crosses
them. Installed on thousands of miles of roadways throughout the world. Tire action
facilitates the self-cleaning feature, keeping the reflective surface clean and brilliant.
Road Studs offer a low cost alternative for enhancing roadways and turns.
Retroreflection increases visibility which, in turn, increases safety.

PAVEMENT STUDS
STREET LEVEL MARKERS
TCB-1

DIMENSIONS
Length 4" Width 4" Height 0.75"

TCB-1 pavement markers are
designed with a high power
reflective lens set into a non
aggressive rounded shoulder
incline for smooth roll over.
The TCB-1 is shatter proof, with
a special hard coat protecting
the prismatic lens from
abrasion. Angled prisms
provide optimum night visibility.
TCB-1 Pavement
studs are available in
single and double
sided reflective lens.
Colored housing with
matching lens for day
time visibility.
Adhesion: Stick-fast
instant pre-cut Buytl
pads, Hot melt or
adhesive can be
used.
Colors: white, amber, blue, green and red.

Combinations: red-amber, red-white.

STREET LEVEL MARKERS
TCB-5

DIMENSIONS
Length 3.94" Width 3.94" Height 0.7”

Highly reflective “Cat’s Eye” road
studs reflect light similar to “LED”
type lighting.
The TCB-5 provides durability
and longevity when installed in
areas of significant traffic flow or
in dry, sandy climates.
Shatter proof, the TCB-5 outlasts
most markers by its unique one
piece design. Manufactured with
45 glass elements on each face
for optimum visibility.
TCB-5 has recessed “grabbers”
for easy installation.
Colors: white, amber, blue
green, red and fluorescent
yellow.

Combinations
Flourescent yellow
Any combination
3552 + Color
all
all
Adhesive
Item #
Stick fast butyl pads
0950-SF
Adhesive
0950-AD
Single sided Double sided
Cost

Cost

Single sided
$3.75

Double sided
$4.25

Bonds perfectly to asphalt and
concrete surfaces.

Lane Dividers are temporary
delineators that provide
excellent day/night time warning
guidance to road users.
Equipped with a flexible rubber
shaft adding a reliable means
to stop dangerous lane
changing.
Absolutely traversable, even in
heavy traffic areas.
Single or double sided. With
or without rubber shaft.
Shaft equipped with stud
reflector for enhanced visibility.
TCB- 15 Delineators are
available with metal
supports for addi t ional
anchoring strength
in sensitive areas.

128 Glass elements per side

179 Glass elements per side

45 Glass elements per side

Combinations
Color Color
Double
red
amber 0312-RA
red
white
0312-RW
Item #

City Studs are designed for both
permanent and temporary
applications such as curbs,
tunnels, bridges and rotaries.
Divide bus and taxi lanes from
free-flow traffic.
Highly visible oversize markers
define roadsides by its 179
glass element count.
Single or double sided, with or
without metal supports.

DIMENSIONS
Length 8.6" Width 5.9" Height 11.2"

TCB-10 City Studs are available with
metal supports for additional strength
when installed in sensitive areas.

Item #
Color Color Double
Single
white 355-WW
white
3551-W
3551-A
amber amber 3552-AA
red
355-RR
red
3551-R
355-BB
blue
blue
3551-B
green green 355-GG
3551-G

0950-SF
0950-AD

DIMENSIONS
Length 8.6" Width 3.94" Height 1.57

STREET LEVEL MARKERS
TCB-15

Divider stud without
rubber shaft.

TCB-5 pavement
studs are available
in single or double
sided lens units.

Item #
Color Color Double
Single
white 0312-WW
white
0310-W
amber amber 0312-AA
0310-A
red
0312-RR
red
0310-R
blue
0312-BB
blue
0310-B
green green 0312-GG
0310-G

Adhesive
Stick fast butyl pads
Adhesive

STREET LEVEL MARKERS
TCB-10

Item #
Color Color Double
Single
white 5002-WW
white
5001-W
amber amber 5002-YY
5001-Y
With Stem
white
amber

white 5002-WW
amber 5002-YY

Cost

No
stem

Cost

With
stem

Single sided
$15.65
Single sided
$29.50

5001-W
5001-Y
Double sided
$19.45
Double sided
$30.50

$4.00
$4.55
Prices reflect single units only, please contact your sales representative for quantity pricing

WWW.USREFLECTOR.COM

Marker Shaft
Color Color
red
white
yellow red
yellow yellow
Yellow stud
White stud

Item #
Double
Single
5058-WWR 5058-WR
5020-YYR 5020-YR
5018-YYY 5017-YY
5006-YY
5005-Y
5006-WW
5005-W

With Stem
Add “S” to item numbers
Adhesive
Stick fast butyl pads
Adhesive
Cost

No
stem

Cost

With
stem

Single sided
$28.50
Single sided
$29.50

Item #
0950-SF
0950-AD
Double sided
$29.50
Double sided
$30.50
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